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During the summer of 1934, the occurrence of a pothole on 
the ridge of tile Green Mountains about a third of a mile south 
of the sunmiit of Uurnt Rock Mountain, in the town of Fayston, 
was brought to tue attention of the writer by I 'ro fessor George V. 
Kidder of the University of Vermont. The pothole is situated at 
the base of a cliff approximately seventy-hve feet vest of the Long 
Trail. Its discovery was macic by Mr. I lenry Webster of More-
town. Vermont, while hunting in the vicinity. in October. 1935, 
the writer macic a journey to the locality and macic the foilowing 
observations. 

The elevation of the pothole as determined by all aneroid 
barometer is 2.820 feet above sea-level and so far as the writer 
is aware, it is, probably, the highest known in situ' 1X)tllole occur-
ring in New England (Fig. 1), High elevation potholes have 1)eell 
rel)orted from various localities by writers in the past. Jackson' 
gives an account of several potholes at Orange. New Flampshiie, 
at an elevation of more than a thousand feet. I litchcock describes 
high elevation potholes in southeastern Vermont, in the townsilips 
of Newfane all(i War(iSbOrO, at elevations of about 2,6001 and 1,500 
feet above sea-ievel, respectively. 

Where still intact, the Uurnt Rock Mountain pothole has 
a diameter of four feet at the rim and, when measured from the 
lowest lip of the rim, tapers very gradually toward the l)Ottofll to 't 
depth of thirty,  inches . gradually widening, winding, semi-
cylindrical channel extending upward from the pothole, in the 
face of an east-west trending, vertical cliff, suggests the direction 
from which the "mouhn' torrent came. if this channeled, upward 

Potholes on Mt. Jefferson; Trying B. Crosby, Appalachia. Vol. 17. pp. 44-45 (1928-29). 
This article describes several potholes at an elevation of nearly 4,000 feet, but it appea"s 
that they OCCO r in a glacial erratic and not in bedrock, to which the tern 'ii: situ," 
above, refers. 

'Geology of New Hampshire; C. T. Jackson. pp. 113-114 (1844). 
Geol,gy of Vermont Edward II itchcock ef al., Vol. 1, p. 216 (1861). 
An exanhi nation of the U. S. G. S.. Vilniington and Brattleboro qua,l angles, has 

shown this figure to be much too high. The highest elevation in the town of Newfane is 
1.840 feet above sea-level. 
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extension of the pothole be considered the remnant of a once corn-
plete structure, it would seem that its original depth must have 
been in the neiglli)( rhood of fifteen feet, since the height of the 
cliff at this point is twelve feet. This winding channel, or pothole 
remnant, curves upward in an east-northeasterly direction upon 
reaching the t p of the cliff, which, in turn, is ti ov;ird the n(lge of 
tile mai range. The crest-liie of the ridge is about forty feet 
higher than the prcsetlt pothole. l'roni the above observation it 
might he iiiferred that the stream which made this pothole came 
froill a general easterly direction 

FIG. 1. THE POTHOLE ON BURNT ROCK MOUNT,\IN 

When Ii rst discovered the pothole was fUled with soil and t 
few angular rock fragments derived from the cliff above, This 
material was removed by the (hiscoverer who reported that it con-
tamed no rounded pebbles or boulders. Because of protection by 
this soil-till, the walls of the pothole have retained their original 
smoothness of stir face. The b wer lip on the downslope side of 
the rim has been smoothly grooved by the overflowing waters. 

The pothole has 1 ecu (In lIed approximately along the planes 
of schistositv in a green, epidotic, inicaceous schist, the strike and 
dip of tile schisto•sitv being N20E and 5ONW, respectively. In-
tercalated with the contorted schists are thin lenses or veins of 
qtiartz. The cross-sectional plan of the pothole does not appear 
to have been affected by the foliated structure of the rock, for 
its diameter is (luite  constant. 
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Almut fifty feet west of the pothole. on the vertical east-west 
cliff, is a small polished area displayiig thin glacial striae with an 
east-west direction and a pitch of 18° to the west, which would 
he down the slope ( Fig. 2). .\ second sniootlied and polished stir-
face, with a shallow striated troovc a foot in width, occurs on the 
same cliff higher up on the slope, about fifty feet to the east of the 
pothole. This glacial groove and its striations give the same direc-
tional readings as the striae previously mentioned. .\ shallow ver-
tical channei in the face of the cliff at another place, leads the 
writer to believe that there may he mo:e potholes buried beneath 
the soil at its base. 

F1(. 2. GLACI'I. *I'.RIAE ON Vl1.TIC.\1. CLiFF 

it has long been an accepted fact that pctholes have their 
origin in moving water laden with sufficient sediment to serve as 
grinding tools. This moving water may he wave action or a stream 
current. Waves striking against a cuffed headland may he so 
directed by the contour of the rocks as to acquire a swirling motion 
when, with the aid of rock tools, a pothole is gradually wrn in the 
bedrock. Since the force which gives the grinding sediments a 
rotary motion is not apu)lied from above, but rather from the side 
at a very low angle, the depth of the pothole must necessarily he 
exceedingly shallow. It is generally saucer-shaped with circular 
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groundplan.. \long marine coasts most eltective work is accom-

plished (luring high tide by 1)0th the powerful advancing waves and 

the strong reccdng InidertoW. (oastal potholes are occasional 

occurrences in the rocky portions of a shoreline. An excellent 

example of this type 01 pothole was seen by the author several 

years ago, at the base of the famous Cli if Walk at Newport. Rhode 

Island, not far from l'.astons leacli .. \t the time of its (hscovery 

this depression contained several well-rounded boulders. 

The great majontv of potholes, however, are the result of a 

stream current falling over a precipice. They may he divided into 

two gm- out )s t lie subaerially and sul glaci ally eu sled Sul taerial 

potholes are common in rapids and below waterfalls of rivers and 

streams, and since this paper (lescribes it pt1ole belonging to the 

latter grt UI).  a discussion of the ordinary stream-worn pothole will 

not he included. The mechanics involved in the production of pot-

holes connected with both groups, is the same namely, a current 

of water plunging from an abrupt elevation, either at a high angle 

or vertically. They differ, however, in their topographic locations 

with respect to existing stream courses, the potholes of glacio-

fluvial origin showing no relationShiil) to present stream courses. 

That the pothole in question has a glacio-flnvial origin is seen 

in its topographic position relative to elevation and remoteness 

from existing streams Additional evidence is apparent in the 

glacial striae in close prox luty to the pothole, already described. 

tiphani describes the moulin hypothesis in the following way 

the ( erman and Scandinavian term, giants' kettles, ma) ,  he 

restricted to the class of holes, bored in the bed-rock beneath 

glaciers or an ice-sheet by torrents of water falling through deep 

nioulins. The name 'm uhin' coming from the French and meaning 

a mill, is applied to a vertical tunnel, melted at flrst by the waters 

of the surface trickling into sonic very narrow crevasse that has 

just begun to open, until, after enlargenient by this dissolving ac-

tion, it receives sonieti lies a large stream ....pouring . 

down a cylindric shaft to the rock floor wider the ice." 

The hypothesis (100ted above considers supergiacial streams. 

flowing from the surface of the glacial ice into crevasses and drill-

ing a hole in the bedrock immediately at the bottom. In his article 

Uph,11112 refers to Mr. T. T. i ,)ouv6 and Professor George H. Stone 

as pointing out . . . "that the subglacial waters, after falling down 

the crevasses and mouhin shafts, would flow rapidly away upon 

the surface of the bedrock, and then might sweep past the mouths 

Giants Ketiles Eroded by Moulin Torrents; \Varren Upham, flu1. Geol. Soc. Am., 
Vol. 12, PP  27-28 (1900-01). 

2 Loc. cit., i)  28. 
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of the potholes during the process of their erosion, supplying all 
the current needed for their further deepening by the whirl thus 
given to the water and stones at the l)ottonl.' This citation as-
sumes further deepening of "moulin" potholes by stll)glaCial streams 
flowing past them over the bedrock beneath the glacier. 

Concerning the position of "moulin" with respect to its pot-
hole, LTpham1  states "For the largest and deepest of the giants' 
kettles, however, to be here noted as discovered in many localities 
of glaciated countries, I can not doubt that the pothole was cut 
down exactly at the foot of a great and very cheep moulin by its 
IM)werful descending torrent." While this supposition is readily 
conceivable, it is also possible for subglacial streams to be the 
direct agents of pothole erosion independent of a "moulin" shaft. 
Where a subglacial stream falls over a rock cliff, a potllole may be 
formed in the rock at its base, and which may extend upward as a 
cylindrical boring whose circumference consists of the wall of the 
cliff on one side and the contacting ice on the other. Upham 2  
explains the origin of some of the potholes and channeled cliff faces 
at laylors Falls in Interstate Park, similarly, to wit : "For the 
explanation of their erosion I can only suggest that here, as in 
places of moulin torrent action in Massachusetts and New York, 
effective erosion nearly as in a pothole of the largest size took place 
on a mural surface, with only ice, as we must suppose, to form the 
other side of the mouhin. It is quite sure that they were worn as 
half-holes instead of having undergone cleniolition and removal of 
the wanting part. On a smaller scale such mural segments of 
cyhindric water-wearing are seeii in other places within this little 
area." 

Barker describes a similar occurrence on Towner Hill, where 
"At the foot of the cliff is the remnant of a still larger pothole 
that now forms a shallow niche in the face of the cliff." In his 
description of its origin Barker 4  presents the hypothesis . 
"that it was bored in solid rock, and that, subsequently, the greater 
portion of it had been eroded away." 

The writer is inclined to the opinion that the Fayston pothole, 
herein described, was bored in the solid rock and that the missing 
portion was later eroded away. In support of this opinion the 
east-west trending glacial striae previously mentioned in this 
paper, are evidence of glacial erosion. The plane of the face of 
the cliff containing these striations, if extended to meet the eroded 

1 Loc. cit., pp.  28-29. 
Loc. cit., p. 32. 
Glacial Pot-holes at Crown Point. New York; E. E. Barker, Jour. GeoL, vol. 21, 

p. 463 (1913). 
Loc. cit., p. 463. 
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pothole, would cut its circuniference .\ccording to this observa-
tion it would appeal-  that the pothole was not univ glacially macic. 
hut, p'°1  lably, also glaci il Iv ei'otied. 

Further, it might he supposed that the snlooth water-worn 
channel in the cljft above the present pothole, Was the result of 
ordinary current channeling on the surface of the rock by a sub-
glacial stream. Rut when the depth of the existing pothole at the 
base of the cliff is compared with the diametral depth of the 
upward-trending channel, and, along with this the vertical attitude 
of the cliff is taken into consideration, it is difficult to understand 
this origin for the 1Iothole. That is. with the force of the current 
clirecteti niainlv downward from this twelve- foot vertical cliff, a 
greater depth for the still extant pothole might be expected when 
its proportions are contrasted with those of the channel. This 
channel, then, appears to have been at sonic time ill the past a part 
of a complete pothole, the product of eddying currents. 

1iirtiier observations at this locality tend to show that this 
Pothole was probably not formed by a straliit fall of water, but, 
rather, by a subglacial stream flowing from the general direction 
of the ridge not far away. This belief is based on the observed 
fact that, in its uper l)ortioll,  the pothole remnant curves toward 
the ridge. Thus, it can he seen that the fall of water, ill this case, 
was not introcinced directly from above, as is assumed ill the 
general nlouhin" Ilypotilesis which has been quoted above from 
Uphani. 

The 'iflOIllill hypothesis presents a diffIculty when one at-
tempts to conceive a ''111011110 '  reniainillg long enough ill one place 
to allow a \veli-forllled, single pothole to be bored in the bedrock. 
,-\lexander 1  refers to this tiifhcultv, and ill canlilleoting upon pot-
holes ......as reforilling ill the same manner and at tile same 
spot often enough to account for the work acc( Inlillished,"  he says 
farther on that it .........ither strains the theory of probalulitv." 
Lpii;ini \Vil( se work preceded :\lexander's by about thirty years, 
advanced tile theory that 1111 (liii ii" formation occnrs l>e f Ire the 
ice motion hasac (1uircd a dehnite current to move the crevasse, 
'moulin,' and waterfall away from the spot where they were first 
formed, lie goes on to say that when the ice was given motion 
because of its illcreasedl thickness and conseqtleilt press1re, pot-
hole-making ceased. Manning 2  cites a theory If ;\gassiz, that a 
crevasse does not move forward with the advancing ice sheet be-
cause it is made by the physical features of the underlying surface. 

Pothole Erosion 11. S. Alexander, Jour. Geol., Vol. 40. pp.310-li (1932). 
Glacial Pot-holes in Maine; P. C. Manning. Proceedingo Portland Soc. Nat. Mist., 

Vol. 2, pp. 185-200 (1901). 
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and although the glacial mass moves forward, the crevasse remains 
near or at the place of origin, at least for a sufficiently long time. 

In view of the objectionable features associated with the 
"moulin" hypothesis presented above, the writer suggests that the 
importance of subglacial streams be given more consideration in an 
analysis of pothole erosion at any rate, in those cases in which the 
potholes are located at the bottom of cliffs, of which there are many. 
However, the writer's concept does not account for potholes other-
wise located. In this connection Gilbert 1  has written, "After the 
water of the moulin has reached the rock bed it must escape along 
some course beneath the ice. In flowing away it may accompljsli 
erosion of the ordinary type, and the sculpture resulting from 
stream erosion may therefore he associated with nioulin sculpture." 
It seems reasonable to sui pose that the elevated pothole under 
discussion was formed by a subglacial stream flowing through 
an ice tunnel and plunging over the precipice, below which the 
pothole lies. The conditions best suited for subglacial stream ac-
tion prevail in the marginal area of the glacial ice where ablation 
is marked. I lere the melt-water enters a crevasse, at the bottom 
of which the subglacial stream has its beginning. 

Alexander 2  has found that many of the high elevation potholes 
are associated with cols through which mighty streanm niav 

have flowed from temporary glacial lakes. such are often bounded 
1w rock ridges on the southern side and where the water over-
flowed the ridge rapids would form and the conditions for the 
erosion of eddy holes would exist." The pothole described in this 
paper is situated in a col and may well have had an origin similar 
to that pictured in the above quotation but, owing to the nature 
of the topography and the great (Ii iference in elevation between 
the pothole and adjoniig valleys, a rock ridge dam on the south 
side to impound lake waters, would seem unlikely. In explaining 
the possible origin of this pothole the writer finds himself in ac-
cord with Alexander's hypothesis of a stream crossing the divide 
in the col, but would Postulate a more or less shallow temporary 
lake, filling a depression in the westward-sloping ice surface on the 
east side of the ridge, spilliiig over the ridge, and flowing iJpon 
the very uneven surface of the western slope in a series of rapids 
and waterfalls. In this explanation emphasis is placed on the as-
sumption that the ridge was exposed by the melting of the ice dur-
ing the waning stages of the Glacial Period. 

Moulin Work Under Glaciers; C. K. Gilbert, Bul. Ceo!. Soc. Am., Vol. XVII, p. 
319(1906). 

2 Loc. cit., pp. 311-12. 


